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Hello!

It all started in 2006 when I went for a run with nowhere to
comfortably hold my key. After months of hard work,
development, and patenting, SPIbelt officially launched in
February of 2007 out of my Austin, Texas apartment. 

Now you can find SPIbelt products in over 40 countries.
Despite SPIbelts international success, its headquarters
remain in Austin, Texas where the majority of our products
are still being handmade.

SPIbelt products are designed to give you security, comfort,
and convenience so you can focus on your activities. We hope
this product helps to give you a bit of peace of mind,
especially during these trying times. 

Stay active. Stay safe.

Kim Overton, Founder

 



What is a SPIbelt ?

 

SPIbelt stands for 
Small Personal Item belt.

The SPIbelt is a discreet and comfortable, one-size-fits-most,
adjustable stretch belt that doesn't bounce while physically
active. It features a patented designed pouch that expands to
fit any size smartphone plus other essentials such as an ID,
keys, cash, medical devices, and much more to carry with you
on-the-go.



The Original SPIbelt 



Turquoise Zipper Blue Zipper

Anthracite

Purple Hot Pink

Seafoam Coral

The Original SPIbelt 

Accommodates phones up to 6.5” long, (iPhone 12, Google Pixel 3a, and Galaxy S10)
Pocket expands to 6.5ʺ x 3ʺ x 2ʺ

The Original SPIbelt is great for holding your smartphone, keys, ID, headphones, cash,
credit cards, or even passport. Ideal for fitness, travel, medical needs, and more. 

Product Features:

 

*Black in non-logo elastic

Black Blue Lime GreenRed

Turquoise Mint

Teal Steel Blue

Titanium Zipper Red Zipper Hot Pink Zipper Orange Zipper

Lime Green Zipper Purple Zipper

Rave Stars and Stripes



Large Pocket SPIbelt 



Large Pocket SPIbelt 

 

Accommodates larger smart phones (iPhone 12 Pro Max and Galaxy S20 Ultra)
Pocket expands to 8ʺ x 4ʺ x 2ʺ 

The Large Pocket SPIbelt expands to hold larger smartphones, and more stuff! Great for
marathon runners, travel, medical needs and more. 

Product Features:

Black Anthracite

Purple Hot Pink Lime Green Turquoise

Blue Zipper Red Zipper Hot Pink Zipper Turquoise Zipper Titanium Zipper

Rave Stars and Stripes

Tropics Glacier Viper Raven Jewel



Performance SPIbelt 



Performance SPIbelt 

Accommodates larger smart phones (iPhone 12 Pro Max and Galaxy S20 Ultra)
4 loops for energy gels
Weather-resistant pocket and zipper
Pocket expands to 9ʺ x 4ʺ x 2ʺ 

The Performance SPIbelt is ideal for the long-distance runner or endurance athlete. With
an increased pocket size and gel loops on the elastic band, you have more room to hold a
larger phone or more stuff!

Product Features:

Titanium Zipper Black Zipper

Red Zipper Orange Zipper Hot Pink Zipper

Blue Zipper Turquoise Zipper



Double Pocket SPIbelt 

Large Pocket expands to 8" x 4" x 2"
Small pocket expands to 3ʺ x 3ʺ x 2ʺ 

The Double Pocket SPIbelt features two separate expandable pockets. The bigger pocket can
expand to hold larger smartphones including the iPhone 12 Pro Max and Galaxy S20 Ultra! The
smaller pocket expands to hold keys, money, ID, even an inhaler. 

Product Features:

Available in Black

Large Pocket expands to 6.5" x 2" x 1"
Small pocket expands to 3ʺ x 4ʺ x 1ʺ 
Fits waist size 19 through 26ʺ

The Kids’ Double Pocket SPIbelt is perfect for active children who need to carry medical
supplies, such as an insulin pump, inhaler, EpiPen®, or CGM. It can securely and comfortably
accommodate cords and infusion tubing through a reinforced pass-through hole, discretely
placed behind the pocket to allow infusion tubing to feed through the patented pouch design. 

Product Features:

Available in Black

Adult Double Pocket

Kids' Double Pocket



Running Belt with
Window



Running Belt with
Window

Accommodates large smartphones (iPhone XS Max, Google Pixel 3 XL, or Samsung
Galaxy S9 Plus)
Smart touch compatible
Reflective strips
Divider in the pocket to separate phone and small personal items
Headphone port
Key Hook
Waist size fits most 24-38ʺ

The Running Belt with Window has a  front cover that is touchscreen compatible and
holds any phone on the market. The belt has two sections with a divider in the pocket to
separate your phone from your keys, ID, and cash.

Product Features:

Heather Grey

Black



Pro Series SPIbelt 



Pro Series SPIbelt 

1.5" wide elastic
Pocket expands to 8ʺ x 4ʺ x 2ʺ 

The SPIbelt Pro gives you more bandwidth and an extra secure feel. The spacious
pocket expands to fit ANY phone, like the iPhone 12 Pro Max and Galaxy S20 Ultra, plus
keys and other personal items.

Product Features:

Accommodates large smartphones (iPhone 12 Pro Max and Galaxy Note S10 Plus)
1.5" wide elastic
Large Pocket expands to 8ʺ x 4ʺ x 2ʺ 
Original Pocket expands to 6.5" x 3" x 2"

The Dual Pocket Pro has two pockets to maximize carrying storage capacity. The Large
pocket easily fits a large smartphone, and the wide elastic band provides an extra stable
and comfortable fit.

Product Features:

Black Anthracite Rave

Black Anthracite Rave

SPIbelt Pro

Dual Pocket Pro



Pro Series SPIbelt 



Pro Series SPIbelt 

1.5" wide elastic
Pocket expands to 9ʺ x 4ʺ x 2ʺ 

The Performance Pro has a weather-resistant zipper and pocket to help keep essentials safe from
the elements or sweaty run. The spacious pocket holds any phone on the market and has four gel
loops on the elastic band. The wide elastic band provides an extra secure fit.

Product Features:

Performance Pro

Distance Pro

1.5" wide elastic
Pocket expands to 9ʺ x 4ʺ x 2ʺ 
4 loops for energy gels
Spacious weather-resistant pouch and zipper

The Distance Pro combines our Performance Pro SPIbelt with our bounce-free SPI H20
Companion bottles. Bottles can be placed anywhere on the elastic, allowing runners to maximize
comfort.  The pocket can hold the any smartphones keys, ID, and more. The wide elastic band
provides an extra secure fit.

Product Features:
Two 8oz. (240ml ea.) BPA-free bottles
Wide mouth fits ice cubes
Ergonomic shape contours to your body
Leak-free Pull Cap
Dishwasher safe on the top rack

Water Bottle Features:



Specialty SPIbelts 

Accommodates large smartphones (iPhone 12 Pro Max and Galaxy S20 Ultra)
1.5" wide elastic
Holsters for energy gels
Pocket expands to 8ʺ x 4ʺ x 2ʺ 

The Endurance SPIbelt is stable for heavier loads, adjustable race bib toggle, reflective trim
for increased visibility, and water-resistant lining. 

Product Features:

Pocket expands to 6.5ʺ x 3ʺ x 2ʺ
Includes a waterproof accessory: Medium aLOKSAK bag (4.5ʺ x 7ʺ)
aLOKSAK is certified waterproof to 200 feet/60 meters
aLOKSAK is 100% water/airtight
aLOKSAK is recyclable and reusable
Touch screen devices work while protected in 

The SPIbelt with Waterproof Accessory keeps items safe, dry and clean in all sorts of wet
and dirty environments. The waterproof aLOKSAK© is a sturdy plastic bag that attaches
to the inside of your SPIbelt with a toggle and prevents re-entry or release of air and
micro-organisms such as dust and sand.

Product Features:

Endurance SPIbelt

SPIbelt with
Waterproof Accessory



Specialty SPIbelts 

Big Pocket expands to 10ʺ x 8ʺ x 2ʺ
Small Pocket expands to 7ʺ x 4ʺ x 1ʺ
Chest strap extends to 35ʺ through 90ʺ

The SPI Messenger Bag expands to comfortably hold a wallet, water bottle, towel,
snacks, and most tablets. Included on the shoulder strap is a smaller, removable pocket
that is perfect for cell phones, keys, ID, or other small items. 

Product Features:

4 gel loops
Fits waist size 29 through 38ʺ

The Race Number Belt with Toggles is an elastic belt with built-in gel loops and toggles
to attach a race number bib. 
Product Features:

Race Number Belt
with Toggles

SPI Messenger Bag



Accessories



8 oz. (237 ml) BPA-free bottle
Clips onto any SPIbelt
Contours to the body
Pull top cap
Dishwasher safe on the top rack

The SPI H2O Companion water bottle is an easy hydration solution while on-the-go. 

Product Features:

Accessories

Certified waterproof to 200 feet/60 meters
100% water/airtight
Recyclable and reusable
Touch screen devices work while protected in aLOKSAK
2 per pack
Medium: 4.5ʺx7ʺ
Large: 8ʺx11ʺ

The aLOKSAK® fits inside your SPIbelt and will keep your important belongings dry and
clean in all environments. It prevents the re-entry or release of air and micro-organisms
such as dust and sand.

Product Features:

SPI H2O Companion

aLOKSAK®



Includes two pairs

Use these toggles to attach a race number bib to your SPIbelt. No more safety pins
ruining your running clothes! 

Product Features:

Pocket expands to 6.5ʺ x 3ʺ x 1ʺ

The SPI Solo-Pocket has the same capacity as the Original SPIbelt. Just slide it directly
on to any belt, and easily turn your Original, Kids', or Large Pocket SPIbelt into a two
pocket belt.

Product Features:

Accessories

Attach this extender to the ends of the SPIbelt and go! The Belt Extender comfortably
and discreetly increases your SPIbelt’s elastic by up to 12 inches. Compatible with any of
our 1" elastic band SPIbelts. Pro Belt Extender can be used with any of the Pro Series
belts (all 1.5" wide elastic bands).

Solo-Pocket

Toggles

Belt Extenders



Medical SPIbelts



Medical SPIbelts

Securely and comfortably accommodates cords and infusion tubing through a
reinforced pass-through hole
Pocket expands to 6.5ʺ x 3ʺ x 2ʺ

The Diabetic SPIbelt is perfect for individuals with medical needs because it is
comfortable for daily wear and designed to carry an insulin pump. It can hold medical
supplies, like insulin pumps, blood glucose meters, test strips, identification, syringes,
insulin vials or pens, and fast-acting glucose.

Product Features:

Diabetic SPIbelt

Black Non-logo Black Blue Zipper

Anthracite Hot Pink Turquoise



Kids' SPIbelts



Rave Ice with Blue ZipperSuper Kid

Hot Pink ZipperRed Zipper

Hot Pink

Red & White Polka Dots

Kids' SPIbelts

Securely and comfortably accommodates cords and infusion tubing through a
reinforced pass-through hole
Pocket expands to 6.5ʺ x 3ʺ x 2ʺ
Fits waist size 18ʺ through 24ʺ – averagely fits 2 years old to 10 years old

The Kids’ SPIbelt is perfect for active children who need to carry medical supplies such as
insulin pumps, inhalers, EpiPen®, or CGMs. SPIbelt won’t ride or shift while participating
in vigorous activities.
Product Features:

Black Blue

Blue Zipper

Red

Turquoise

Turquoise Zipper

Lime

Lime Zipper

Purple

Purple Zipper

Camo with Black Zipper

Pink

Pink Cheetah Camo Stars with Black Zipper Sea Creatures
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